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Basic WSRBasic WSR--88D Doppler Radar Facts88D Doppler Radar Facts

�� Radar transmits pulses of electromagnetic energy, then listens fRadar transmits pulses of electromagnetic energy, then listens for energy or energy 
reflected back to it from various precipitation targets (echoes)reflected back to it from various precipitation targets (echoes). The time it takes . The time it takes 
for echoes to return allows the radar to determine their locatiofor echoes to return allows the radar to determine their location; minor n; minor 
differences in wavelength allows it to determine echo velocity differences in wavelength allows it to determine echo velocity 

�� Antenna diameter: 28 ft; allows radar to be very sensitive with Antenna diameter: 28 ft; allows radar to be very sensitive with long rangelong range

�� Effective reflectivity range:  248 nm;  Effective velocity rangeEffective reflectivity range:  248 nm;  Effective velocity range:  124 nm:  124 nm



ReflectivityReflectivity
�� Displays location, intensity, and movement of precipitation targDisplays location, intensity, and movement of precipitation targetsets

�� Power returned to radar determines intensity level, which is a fPower returned to radar determines intensity level, which is a function of unction of 
target size and density. Hail, ice pellets, and large rain dropstarget size and density. Hail, ice pellets, and large rain drops are highly are highly 
reflective, more so than smaller drops and snow.reflective, more so than smaller drops and snow.

�� Two modes of operation: precipitation mode and clear air modeTwo modes of operation: precipitation mode and clear air mode

Smooth…Steady Snow
Cellular…Rain Showers

High (50 dBZ in red) 
reflectivity in winter storms 

may be ice pellets

High reflectivity associated 
with thunderstorms with 

heavy rain and/or hail



Reflectivity Precipitation Mode Vs. Clear Air ModeReflectivity Precipitation Mode Vs. Clear Air Mode

PrecipPrecip Mode:Mode:

Used for significant rain Used for significant rain 
and snow; provides higher and snow; provides higher 
range of reflectivity values range of reflectivity values 
to detect heavy to detect heavy precipprecip

Clear Air Mode:Clear Air Mode:

Used for light Used for light precipprecip
including light snow and including light snow and 
flurries; more sensitive at flurries; more sensitive at 
lower values of reflectivity lower values of reflectivity 



Radar Ground Clutter/AP

Occurs in clear air or Occurs in clear air or precipprecip modes. modes. 
Can appear as expanding circular area Can appear as expanding circular area 
around radar. At night, lowaround radar. At night, low--level stable level stable 
layer can form, causing radar beam to layer can form, causing radar beam to 

propagate along or into surface propagate along or into surface 
(ducting) near radar. Thus, radar picks (ducting) near radar. Thus, radar picks 

up nonup non--precipprecip targets such as targets such as 
buildings, insects, dust, water droplets buildings, insects, dust, water droplets 

(haze), the ground, turbulence, etc.(haze), the ground, turbulence, etc.

Cold front 
moving 

southeast



VelocityVelocity

�� Base/GroundBase/Ground--Relative Velocity:Relative Velocity:

�� The wind felt by a stationary objectThe wind felt by a stationary object
�� Detects strength of straightDetects strength of straight--line winds line winds 

�� StormStorm--Relative Velocity:Relative Velocity:

�� The wind felt by a moving objectThe wind felt by a moving object
�� Detects rotation in a thunderstormDetects rotation in a thunderstorm

�� Target motion Target motion parallelparallel to radar                                                       to radar                                                       
beam is resolved fullybeam is resolved fully

�� Target motion Target motion perpendicularperpendicular to radarto radar
beam cannot be resolvedbeam cannot be resolved

�� Target motion at an Target motion at an angleangle to radar to radar 
beam is resolved partiallybeam is resolved partially

�� Green = Inbound winds toward radarGreen = Inbound winds toward radar

�� Red = Outbound winds away from radarRed = Outbound winds away from radar

1 = Cyclonic (CCW) convergence
2 = Pure cyclonic rotation
3 = Cyclonic divergence
4 = Pure convergence
5 = Pure divergence
6 = Anticyclonic (CW) convergence
7 = Pure anticyclonic rotation
8 = Anticyclonic divergence



KLVX 0.5 deg Reflectivity from 1830KLVX 0.5 deg Reflectivity from 1830--2044 UTC 02 Jan 20062044 UTC 02 Jan 2006

Squall line with small bowing segments and several supercells ahSquall line with small bowing segments and several supercells ahead of lineead of line



Supercell ThunderstormsSupercell Thunderstorms

•• Produce wind damage, large hail, tornadoes, and torrential rainProduce wind damage, large hail, tornadoes, and torrential rain

•• Hook echo: lowHook echo: low--level feature often on S or SW side of stormlevel feature often on S or SW side of storm

•• High reflectivity area at edge of hook often denotes tornado locHigh reflectivity area at edge of hook often denotes tornado location ation 

•• Rear flank downdraft/straight line winds located just south of tRear flank downdraft/straight line winds located just south of tornadoornado

•• Hail core and heavy rain to north or northeast of hookHail core and heavy rain to north or northeast of hook



KLVX 4KLVX 4--Panel Reflectivity from 1830Panel Reflectivity from 1830--2044 UTC 02 Jan 20062044 UTC 02 Jan 2006

0.5 1.3

3.1 2.4
All radar elevation <10,000 ftAll radar elevation <10,000 ft



KLVX 4KLVX 4--Panel SR Velocity from 1830Panel SR Velocity from 1830--2044 UTC 02 Jan 20062044 UTC 02 Jan 2006

0.5 1.3

3.1 2.4
All radar elevation <10,000 ftAll radar elevation <10,000 ft



Hardin County, KY Tornado 02 Jan 2006Hardin County, KY Tornado 02 Jan 2006

ReflectivityReflectivity StormStorm--Relative VelocityRelative Velocity



07 April 200607 April 2006

Occurs downOccurs down--radial from a high reflectivity hail core; can cause radial from a high reflectivity hail core; can cause 
erroneous velocity data; suggests large hail already is or very erroneous velocity data; suggests large hail already is or very 

soon will be occurring at the groundsoon will be occurring at the ground

Hail Spike 3Hail Spike 3--Body Body ScattererScatterer



Bowing Squall Lines (Bow Echoes)Bowing Squall Lines (Bow Echoes)

•• Exhibit a bowing of reflectivity forward/downwind from rest of sExhibit a bowing of reflectivity forward/downwind from rest of squall line; strong lowquall line; strong low--
level reflectivity gradient on leading edge, indicating strong clevel reflectivity gradient on leading edge, indicating strong convergence and updraftonvergence and updraft

•• Weak echo channels (Weak echo channels (WECsWECs) frequently are noted behind leading intense convection, ) frequently are noted behind leading intense convection, 
which usually are cowhich usually are co--located with a local rear inflow jet (RIJ) located with a local rear inflow jet (RIJ) 

•• Often produce significant damaging surface winds near bow apex oOften produce significant damaging surface winds near bow apex on gust front (i.e., n gust front (i.e., 
along leading edge of RIJ); nonalong leading edge of RIJ); non--supercell tornadoes possible along/north of apex supercell tornadoes possible along/north of apex 

Occur frequently Occur frequently 
across Ohio Valley across Ohio Valley 



Bowing Squall Lines (Bow Echoes)Bowing Squall Lines (Bow Echoes)

July 13, 2004July 13, 2004



02 April 200602 April 2006

Base Velocity

Reflectivity

6060--80 mph winds 80 mph winds 
along leading edge of along leading edge of 

bowing squall line bowing squall line 
over southover south--central central 
Indiana and northIndiana and north--
central Kentuckycentral Kentucky



Radar Precipitation EstimationRadar Precipitation Estimation

11--hour, 3hour, 3--hour, and stormhour, and storm--total precipitation estimatestotal precipitation estimates
Considerations: hail (overestimate), distance, rainfall rate, aiConsiderations: hail (overestimate), distance, rainfall rate, air mass typer mass type



Other Radar ProductsOther Radar Products

Digital Vertically Integrated Liquid (DVIL)Digital Vertically Integrated Liquid (DVIL)

Vertical Wind Profile (VWP)Vertical Wind Profile (VWP)

Echo TopsEcho Tops




